
Mitel Clearspan
The Future Connected

Clearspan® is a total solution for enterprise communications providing all of the applications your 
employees need, at any of the locations where they work, on any of the devices they use.



The Clear Choice For  
Enterprise Communications

Clearspan not only offers classic PBX-like features, but 

also a rich set of enhanced services including unified 

messaging, fixed-mobile convergence, interactive 

voice response, business conferencing and call center 

applications.

Clearspan allows employees to make and receive calls from 

any device, at any location, with only one phone number, 

one dial plan, one voice mailbox, and a unified set of features. 

Even users behind legacy PBX systems can realize immediate 

productivity improvements with the product’s advanced 

features without immediate equipment replacement through 

a unique Self-Paced Migration™ program.

Built from the ground up with Session Initiation Protocol 

(SIP) at its core, Clearspan provides large enterprises the 

ability to transform complex, isolated and expensive PBX 

networks into those of a continuous unified enterprise. 

And since it provides carrier-grade reliability, it is the 

perfect choice for enterprises that require high-capacity, 

mission critical performance.

WORK ANYWHERE

Clearspan delivers all features to any telephone inside or 

outside the enterprise. Users can work from home, on their 

phone, at a branch office or from any remote location with 

the same capabilities as if they were at their desk, and can 

seamlessly move calls from device to device with no 

interruption. Not only does this allow callers to reach you 

anywhere with just one number, your outbound calls look 

as if they are coming from your office line so you can 

protect your private numbers and maintain professionalism.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

Being able to work anywhere and to be reachable anytime, 

anywhere via a single number automatically increases 

efficiency by putting an end to phone tag. But with 

Clearspan it doesn’t end there. Productivity is also given a 

boost with applications such as Clearspan Assistant which 

lets employees manage their calls from the desktop and 

Clearspan Unified Messaging which delivers all messages 

to a single mailbox. And, applications such as Clearspan 

Auto Attendant and point-and-click desktop solutions for 

your receptionist and call center agents mean calls get 

routed to the right person in the most efficient manner.

LOWER COMMUNICATIONS COSTS

Clearspan helps you lower your communications costs 

in a number of ways. By implementing SIP Trunking 

between different locations within the enterprise you can 

immediately begin to realize a return on investment by 

reducing or eliminating toll charges.

In addition, Clearspan’s centralized architecture allows 

you to deploy it in a data center and provide service to all 

sites. This minimizes the manpower and expertise required 

at remote sites. Even Clearspan’s licensing model helps 

minimize your total cost of ownership – a single user 

license can be applied to up to 32 devices!

YOUR CLEAR PATH TO THE CLOUD

Everyone is talking about “the Cloud”, but not all cloud 

solutions are created equal. Security, reliability, control, 

and robust functionality of cloud offerings are all important 

considerations and can become obstacles to deployment.

Clearspan was originally developed as a carrier platform. 

This means that concerns such as security and reliability 

are natively addressed by the architecture. Design features 

to support multi-tenancy capabilities and hierarchical 

database administration are built-in, not bolted on. Carrier-

grade reliability is provided through hardware, software 

and geographical redundancy. And, we’ve developed 

provisioning productivity tools to ensure scalability and 

simplified deployment.
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With Clearspan you can be reachable anytime, anywhere.



An Open, Standards-based Platform

Clearspan was built from the ground up with Session 

Initiation Protocol (SIP) at its core. This allows enterprises to 

choose from a broad range of standards-based phones, 

terminals, gateways and peripherals that best meet their 

budget and end-user requirements. Clearspan provides 

enterprises a communications solution without the fear of 

“vendor lock-in.”

Clearspan is also an open services platform, offering a rich set 

of application programming interfaces (APIs) that enable 

real-time computer telephony integration with enterprise 

applications. Unlike legacy communications platforms, these 

interfaces leverage simple XML-based transaction models 

allowing enterprises to rapidly integrate both real-time call 

control and service management applications.

Highly Scalable

Clearspan is a flexible unified communications platform 

designed to meet the demanding requirements of today’s 

large enterprises. At its core is a highly scalable call 

processing architecture capable of serving over 100,000 

users without sacrificing ease of management or reliability.

Centralized Architecture

Clearspan can be deployed at a single site, yet support 

users distributed across hundreds or even thousands of 

branch locations. To better manage calls across a large 

multi-site enterprise, Clearspan includes a variety of 

powerful site-based call routing and virtual private 

networking policies.

Disaster Proof, Carrier-grade Reliability

All Clearspan network elements can be deployed across 

geographically distinct locations throughout the corporate 

communications network. This allows enterprises to deploy a 

fully redundant data center in two geographically separate 

sites. In the event that a major disaster disables the primary 

data center, end users will still have full access to their service 

profile through the redundant data center. With Clearspan, 

enterprises are provided with carrier level five 9’s reliability.

• Centralized Voicemail

• Centralized Conferencing

• Centralized Call Center

• Fixed/Mobile Convergence

• Presence Integration
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Clearspan Unified Messaging

Clearspan Unified Messaging goes 

beyond classic voicemail and provides 

users with the flexibility to use and 

manage their messaging service from 

anywhere, and over any interface. 

Clearspan messaging provides all of the features of a 

traditional voice messaging solution, as well as message 

delivery to any specified email account, fax and video 

messaging, and much more.

Clearspan Anywhere™

Clearspan Anywhere™ is a native 

fixed-mobile convergence solution within 

Clearspan that lets end users designate a 

single phone number for all incoming and 

outgoing calls, regardless of which phone 

they are currently using — mobile, office PBX, home, etc. Calls 

to a single number ring all phones and the user is free to 

answer on any device. Once a call is active on the single 

number, the user is free to pick up any other device and 

continue the conversation uninterrupted. For example, you 

can easily move a call from your office phone to your mobile 

(or vice-versa) without interrupting the conversation.

Clearspan Communicator™

Clearspan Communicator is a fully SIP-compliant audio 

and video softphone. Tight integration with the platform 

allows Communicator access to Clearspan’s many 

advanced features such as video services, complete call 

control, and messaging/voicemail integration.

Clearspan Productivity Applications 
Clearspan provides a complete communications suite together in a single application environment. This 
unique design allows applications to be added to the network through a simple software license. Because the 
applications are software-based, there is no need to perform costly hardware upgrades, complex integration, 
and training every time a new application is deployed. All Clearspan applications run on the same platform, 
use a common interface and can be added to the network at anytime.

Clearspan Assistant

Clearspan Assistant is an integrated toolbar that enables users to make and accept telephone calls, change telephone 

settings and access directories from within a web browser. In addition, the Clearspan Web Portal allows users to configure 

personal call services including Call Forwarding, Anonymous Call Rejection, Do Not Disturb, Simultaneous Ringing, 

Remote Office and Voicemail.
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Clearspan Auto Attendant

Clearspan Auto Attendant is an integrated application that 

provides enterprises with the ability to manage inbound 

calls and deliver them to the intended destination through 

automated interactions with the caller. The Auto Attendant 

leverages the intrinsic multi-location enterprise capabilities 

of the platform to offer transparent support of 

geographically distributed users.

From a network perspective, Clearspan Auto Attendant is 

considered another user with a designated direct inward 

dialing (DID) number. As such, it can receive calls from 

other users, transfer calls to other users and have a specific 

set of services assigned to it.

In addition to supporting users with DIDs, the Auto 

Attendant supports users who do not have an external 

public directory number (DID). While these users can make 

outbound calls normally, the Auto Attendant allows them 

to receive inbound calls as well. Calls are made to the Auto 

Attendant, where the caller then uses the attendant’s 

routing capabilities to terminate the call to the desired user 

within the organization.

Clearspan Meet-Me Conferencing

Meet-me conferencing provides users with an audio 

conferencing service supporting both reservation less and 

scheduled conferences. It is a full-featured platform 

including the ability to mute/unmute participants, lock/

unlock the conference, outdial to participants, and 

conference recording. It also includes a web-based 

moderator client as well as integration with Microsoft® 

Outlook™ for notifications to participants.

Clearspan Receptionist

Clearspan Receptionist is an integrated, desktop client 

application that provides an IP telephony attendant 

console for use by enterprise receptionists. The objective 

of Clearspan Receptionist is to simplify business processes 

and deliver critical information in real time to 

accommodate professional call handling.

Clearspan Receptionist requires no special hardware  

and is entirely web-based maximizing the geographic 

distribution capabilities of Clearspan. In fact, it can be 

accessed from any Microsoft® Windows® based  

platform including a desktop PC or a tablet computer  

for receptionists who need to be mobile within the  

office environment.

Clearspan Receptionist allows for integration to a touch 

screen to accommodate high volume call handling 

environments, as well as keyboard shortcuts and some 

softphone capabilities. The enterprise Receptionist has  

the ability to use combinations of devices to manage 

incoming calls.

Clearspan Web Collaboration

Clearspan provides Web and Video Collaboration via a 

hosted service from Mitel OnDemand™. Mitel OnDemand 

Web Collaboration is a web and video conferencing tool 

for hosting online meetings, webinars and training.

Mitel OnDemand Web Collaboration provides a  

platform for audio and video conferencing, along with 

extensive capabilities to share files, media and applications 

with other participants. It also supports white boarding  

and document annotation, as well as the ability to  

record conferences.

To maximize collaboration, attendees in a Mitel 

OnDemand session can participate in a number of ways. 

The platform supports public and private group chat, 

polling, feedback, and even provides a participation meter 

so that conference hosts can gauge audience participation 

level and adjust the content or pace as needed.

Delivered as a hosted service, Mitel OnDemand provides a 

feature-rich, complete web conferencing and collaboration 

experience. It is easy to use and implement so enterprises 

can immediately start to reap the benefits of meetings with 

increased interaction and more effective outcomes.
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Clearspan Call Center

The Clearspan Call Center application provides an 

integrated, full-featured call center solution to fit the needs 

of businesses of all sizes.

Clearspan Call Center includes a flexible and powerful 

routing engine. Using sophisticated routing policies, the 

engine can route callers to the right queue, with the right 

priority, and route them to the next available agent with the 

correct skills. It also includes options for routing the call if an 

agent doesn’t answer, if no agents are available, or if a call 

remains in a queue too long.

The solution includes options for IVR and Auto Attendant. 

These applications can be used to guide callers through 

self-service, using voice or video prompts, to identify the 

best employee or agent to assist them. Auto Attendant can 

also be used to assist callers during off-hours.

The Call Center application comes with the same flexibility 

for agents as it does for all users. That means agents can be 

located anywhere, on any device. This includes desktop 

phones, mobile phones, or PC-based agents. Service groups 

can span multiple locations. And, to ensure business 

continuity, agents can receive inbound calls on alternate 

devices, even when their main worksite is offline.

With Clearspan’s Supervisor mode, you can ensure your 

callers receive a high quality experience by allowing call 

monitoring, whisper messages, barge-in and emergency 

escalation when needed.

The solution also provides varying levels of reporting, from 

Basic Statistics, using the web portal and daily emailed 

reports, to Advanced Reporting with in-depth real time and 

historical reporting options.

Whether your business needs basic ACD functionality for a 

single workgroup, or a solution for a large number of agents 

spanning multiple locations, Clearspan’s Call Center 

solution can be tailored to fit your needs.

The Call Center application comes with the 

same flexibility for agents as it does for all 

users. That means agents can be located 

anywhere, on any device.

Clearspan Call Center Agent

Clearspan Call Center Supervisor
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Clearspan API

Clearspan provides an applications programming interface (API) that enables third-party applications to leverage Clearspan call 

control and provisioning functionality. The API makes it easy for developers to create new applications both in support of back 

office functions such as provisioning and management, as well as integrating Clearspan’s voice, video and call functionality with 

web-based applications and services to create web mashups or to integrate with enterprise business processes.

HTTP
OCI-P

HTTP
OCI-C

HTTP
XSI

HTTP OCI-R

Voice XML / CCXML
Media
Server

Application
Server

Web 
Server

Xtend
Server

RESTful

®

Web Services Apps Traditional Apps

Assistant Toolbar
Outlook/IE/Firefox

Web Portal

Communicator

Mobile Clients

ACT! Plugin

Chumby Widget

Unity Client

Facebook

Quickset Pro

Salesforce.com

OCI-P
(Provisioning)

OCI-C
(Call Control)

OCI-R
(Reporting)



Clearspan Server Topology

Clearspan is composed of the following servers, two or more 

of which may exist in a virtualized environment:

APPLICATION SERVER

Provides call processing, service logic, endpoint 

management and service management

NETWORK SERVER

Provides policy based translations and routing, subscriber 

location directory and media server selection

MEDIA SERVER

Provides specialized media resources, including media 

recording, media playback, DTMF digit detection, N-way 

conferencing and media relaying

XTENDED SERVICES PLATFORM

Supports Clearspan system web interfaces and additional 

external interfaces. The Xtended Services Platform supports 

the Clearspan Personal Web Portal and Call Manager via 

HTTP, as well as the Clearspan Open Client Interface for the 

Assistant and Receptionist applications

SIP SESSION MANAGER 

Provides SIP-level proxy and security features, including 

registration filtering, authentication, topology hiding, NAT 

traversal, DOS prevention and other key functions required 

for a robust and resilient VoIP platform.

PROFILE SERVER

Provides support for Clearspan Communicator and the 

ability to record and retrieve Meet-me audio conferences

DATABASE SERVER

For customers utilizing call center reporting

EMS SERVER

Monitors the health, performance and reliability of the 

Clearspan system

UC GATEWAY (OPTIONAL)

Provides tight integration with IM and presence systems, 

including Microsoft® OCS/Lync™ and IBM® Sametime.

EMERGENCY GATEWAY (OPTIONAL) 

Provides advanced E911 capability including location 

tracking and automatic ALI updates.
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